Dream Closet

Whether you have a few staples or a Clueless-size wardrobe, getting dressed will be less stressful when your stuff is organized.

Real-Girl Tip

"I hung a shower basket on my closet door to hold scarves, clothes, and sunglasses. It makes everything you may need for the day visible and easy to grab on the way out." —Rikki, Junior, Michigan State University

1/ Use Uniform Hangers

Super-thin ones take up very little space. (Yes, room for more clothes!) And if they're all the same color, it's less distracting to the eye, so you can choose your #OOTD faster.

HANG IT: NAPOLEON HANGERS, $30 for 40, containerstore.com

2/ Double Up

Create more hanging space by extending a second rod. This one attaches with Velcro straps and can hold jewelry, too.

HANG IT: STUDIO 38, $15, bedbathandbeyond.com

3/ Add a Beauty Spot

Finishing touches are easy when your makeup and mirror are together.


4/ Color-Coordinate Clothes

Go from darkest to lightest from left to right. According to The KonMari Method, the neatnik approach your mom is obsessed with, your clothes can be lifted by looking at something that "moves upward," in this case becoming lighter, as you scan to the right.

SEVENTEEN.COM/DORMHACKS Life-changing dorm hacks every freshman needs.